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Northern spotted owl call

Media Player ErrorUpdate your browser or Flash pluginOregon, June 29, 1991Recorded by Geoffrey A. Keller | Macaulay LibraryMedia Player ErrorUpdate your browser or Flash pluginOregon, May 30, 1992Recorded by Thomas G. Sander | Macaulay LibraryMedia Player ErrorUpdate your browser or Flash pluginOregon, May 29, 1992Recorded by Thomas G. Sander | Macaulay
LibraryMedia Player ErrorUpdate your browser or Flash pluginCalifornia, June 21, 1987Recorded by Gregory Budney | Macaulay LibraryMedia Player ErrorUpdate your browser or Flash pluginCalifornia, June 21, 1987Recorded by Gregory Budney | Macaulay LibraryMedia Player ErrorUpdate your browser or Flash pluginNew MexicoRecorded by Wendy A. KuntzMedia Player
ErrorUpdate your reader or Flash pluginJuly 16, 1996Recorded by Wendy A. KuntzMedia Player ErrorUpdate your reader or Flash pluginArizona, May 22, 1977Recorded by Virginia Huber | Macaulay LibrarySpotted Owls give up to 13 different hooting, barking, and flute calls, although only a few are common. The owl's signal call — used by grown men and women to mark and
defend territory, and by men delivering food to women — is a series of four hated notes, with the middle two closest together. The hoots have a deep, pure tone, with females' voices higher than males. Keeping in touch, padded pairs also give out a hollow whistle noise that rises in pitch at the end. Fledged young give a similar high-pitched whistle to beg for food. Adult. Photo:
Frank D. Lospalluto/Flickr (CC BY NC ND 2.0) Conservation status threatened in Pacific Northwest, possibly threatened in southwest. Requires undisturbed habitat and old-growth forest, does poorly in second-growth. A relatively new threat in the Pacific Northwest is being introduced by the arrival of Barred Owls, which has spread westward across Canada in recent decades.
Barred Owls apparently displace Spotted Owls in some areas, taking over prime habitats and sometimes with their slightly smaller relatives. Family Owls Habitat Adult old-growth forests, conifers, wooded canyons. Along the Pacific seaboard, mainly in undisturbed old-growth wood, including douglas-fir and redwoods. To the southwest, generally in wooded mountains and canyons,
especially where tall trees grow near rocky cliffs. Because it requires old-growth forest, this owl has been at the center of fierce controversy between conservationists and the logging industry in the Pacific Northwest. The owl itself looks anything but fierce: it has a soft look, and it preys mostly on small mammals in the forest. His deep hooting calls carry far on yet more nights,
especially in southwestern canyons where they can echo for more than a mile. Found on their day rosets, Spotted Owls can allow close approach. Hunt mostly at night, but also by day while nesting. Hunt mostly by looking out a sit, then swoop out to catch prey in Prey is taken from the ground and out of trees, and bats can be caught in the air. Eggs 2, sometimes 1-3, rarely 4.
White-term. Incubation is only by female, 28-32 days. Male feeds female during incubation. Young: Female initially stays with young; male brings food for female and young. After about 2 weeks, female hunting, too. As people approach nesting, put adults nearby, but make no active defense. Young leave nesting at about 5 weeks, tends and fed by parents for some time
afterwards. Young woman initially stays with young; male brings food for female and young. After about 2 weeks, female hunting, too. As people approach nesting, put adults nearby, but make no active defense. Young leave nesting at about 5 weeks, tends and fed by parents for some time afterwards. Most often small mammals. Specializes in small forest mammals, including
wooden falls, deer mice, voles, red tree mice (Fenacomys), small rabbits, bats. Also take a few small birds, reptiles, large insects. Nesting male defends nesting territory by calling at dusk and at night. Pairs usually use the same nesting site for life, but may not nest every year. Nestle: Choose a sheltered terrain inside large hollow tree in deep forest, in cave or crevices in cliff,
sometimes in old stick nests of hawks or other large birds. No nest building, making simple scrapes in debris in the bottom of the site. A permanent resident in many areas, but some mountain populations move to lower elevations for the winter. Share this bird A permanent resident in many areas, but some mountain populations move to lower elevations for the winter. All Seasons
- Generally All Seasons - Unusual Breeding - General Breeding - Unusual Winter - Common Winter - Unusual Migration - Common Migration - Unusual 2 or 3 short barking hoots followed by a harder, more prolonged hooo-ah. Audio © Tall Elliott, Bob McGuire, Kevin Colver, Martyn Stewart and others. Learn more about this sound collection. American sparrows, towhees and
juncos (40)Auks, murres and puffins (9)Blackbirds, pastures, cowbirds; grackles and New World oriole (17)Boobies, gannets and cormorant (10)Cardinals, grossbeaks and allies (12)Chats, punches and mock birds (23)Chicks, titmice and forestry (11)Cuckoos, roadrunners and anis (6)Ducks geese and swans (50)Ibises and spoons (4)Particles Groceries, turkeys and quails
(23)Rails, gallinules and coots (4)Partridges10)Shearwaters and petrels (4)Woodpeckers, sapsuckers and blinkers (22) Skip to main content Skip to navigation A Northern Spotted Owlhoots from deep inside a Northwest Forest We know the Spotted Owl best as an indisputable symbol of an ongoing political and economic struggle. We saw his dark eyes peeking from the pages of
a newspaper. A spotted Owl stands about a foot-and-a-half tall. It is adapted for life in needle forests, forests centuries old that have never been recorded. But less than ten percent percent such bush remains. Find out about owl conservation at ABCBirds.org.BirdNote®Introducing the Spotted OwlWritten by Bob SundstromThis is BirdNote! [Northern spotted owlhooting; male or
female or both] A northern Spotted Owlhoots from deep inside a Northwest Forest. This four-note sequence is characteristic of this species. [Repeat Northern Spotted Owlhooting] We know the Northern Spotted Owl best as an indisputable symbol of a long-term political and economic struggle. We've all seen his big, dark eyes peeking out the pages of the newspaper. But let's take
a minute to get to know the Spotted Owl as a bird that is part of our Northwestern heritage. Sitting on his tree-limb, a spotted Owl stands about a foot-and-a-half tall, from his viled toes and sharp talons to the top of his lightly rounded head. The clear white spots on his dark brown body gave it his name. Ghes on a forty-inch wingspan, the Spotted Owl looks like a big bird. Still, most
weigh less than a pound and a half. Northern Spotted Owls hunt at night and catch small rodents on the ground. The bird's habitat is at the core of the controversy. [Northern spotted owl call] The owl has been adapted for life in old-growth needle forests, forests centuries old that have never been recorded. Less than ten percent of such forest remains in northwest . . . and the
assumption of the Spotted Owls has become increasingly rare. [Northern spotted owl hooting] For more on the ongoing saga of the Northern Spotted Owl, come to our website, birdnote.org. I am Mary McCann.###Kall of the Northern Spotted Owl produced by the Macaulay Library of Natural Sounds at the Cornell Lab of Ornithology, Ithaca, New York. Recorded by G.A.
KellerDripping Northwest Forest Ambient provided by Kessler Productions.Producer: John KesslerExecutive Producer: Chris Peterson© 2011 Tune In to Nature.org January 2011 Narrator: Mary McCann ID #SPOW-01b-2010-01-23-MM1) the endangered Size in May2008 is 144 pages long and can be viewed at 20Final%20Rec%20Plan%20051408_1.pdf2) the entire federal site
on the Northern Spotted Owl (of which is one link) can be found at a list of scholarly articles on Spotted Owl conservation can be found at a current and to-the-point article about the genetic bottlenec Northern Spotted Owls face is at : support more shows like this copyright 2020. All rights reserved. Your browser does not support the audio element. In the summer of 1990, I found
myself deep in Mount Hood looking for a small brown owl that went diaries with white spots. I was a high school student, working my summer break in exchange for room and board, trying to gain a little professional experience and hoping for an adventure. With me was a college biology student who came from Oklahoma for a seasonal position as a wildlife technician. This is the
Oregon I've always dreamed of, he said, as we looked out over a huge checkerboard of clear cuts and dense old-growth forest. As dusk silhouettes the mountain and the first stars appeared, it was time to start. My research teammate, Paul, clipped his hands to his mouth and belted out his best onion call: one hoot, followed by two quick hoots, and then a final drag shot. Hoot...
who-who... hoooo. The last note rolled out across the sprawling ridge lines and canyons of the forest. Then, from the pitch-blackness of trees, came the answer. Low, distant, but clear: Hoot... who-who... hoooo. It was the first time I'd heard the call from a northern spotted owl. Paul clipped his hands again, but as soon as he belted the first Hoo - a shotgun explosion rang out.
Buckshot moaned overhead, clipping the boughs, rainsplinters of wood and fir needles on us. Related: Big Money bought Oregon's forests. Small wooden communities pay the price. Hi! Paul shouted whoever shot at us and then turned to me. We should probably get out of here. For as long as forests emptied the coastal edge of the Pacific Northwest, the northern spotted owl
lived inside them, quiet and anonymous; but that pivotal summer, the little bird was suddenly the unlikely symbol at the center of a social, political, economic and ecological controversy known as the Timber Wars. It was a transitionally historic moment marked by protests, lawsuits and even sabotage that reshaped the Northwest Timber Industry and Environmental Policy, pushing
the spotted owl into the national spotlight. It's been 30 years this June since the spotted owl was listed under the Endangered Species Act and made the cover of Time magazine. Today, the quiet little owl has slipped out of the national spotlight, back to its relative obscurity in the dense pockets of ancient old growth. Often I think back to the summer of 1990. I wonder if teams are
still going out at night and hooting. And if spotted owls still chop back. Out of nowhere there was a route here last summer, the forest reclaimed it. We wick through vine maple, salal, sword fern and devil's club. We crawl under case logs. Boots slip up the downhill, and we drag our way uphill by grabbing onto tree roots. The mountains of the Coast Range aren't high in height, but
they're steep in pitch. They were carved by about 30 million rainy winters. Above the Tower the summer air is sweltering, but in the dense underwork, the ground is moist and cool. A Pacific giant salamander hinges a rotting log as we succeed. Many of the thick strains of Douglas fir, western red cedar, and hemlock are singed with tell-tale signs of forest fires over centuries. They
stood here longer than America was a country. We arrived at a colossal tree — so long that his point toppled over and went a broken crown. Just right for an owl nest. Chris McCafferty, crew leader of spotted owl researchers in the Oregon Coast Range, found a nesting pair of spotted owls in this tree last season. Now he hopes, they've returned. Keeping track of nesting sites has
been going on in this forest for decades, and McCafferty has been excited to share this possibly active site with Eric Forsman, an American forest service researcher emeritus, who helped pioneer the study of spotted owls, and Damon Lesmeister, Forsman's successor, who leads the spotted owl working from the Forest Service's Pacific Northwest Research Station based on the
campus of Oregon State University.Wildlife biologists Eric Forsman, left, and Damon Lesmeister represent two generations of spotted Todd Sonflieth/OPBPuckering his lips, Forsman makes high-pitched sound like a mouse. He pauses, scans. Press again. Lesmeister scrambles up a steep bench to get a better outlook. He shows and whispers, there. All of a sudden a stained owl
quietly swoop in and land on a branch above us. They just show up out of nowhere, Lesmeister says. And it takes you about one minute to develop a real passion for these birds. To me, they're kind of the spirit of the old bush, forsman says. They're this mysterious beast, and when I saw one, I was hooked. The curious birdForsman saw a spotted owl more than 50 years ago for
the first time. In the late 1960s, Forsman was a student at Oregon State University and did a summer working with the Forest Service. While at the Box Canyon Guard Station in the Willamette National Forest, Forsman heard an unusual sound — almost like a strange bark, he thought. He grew up on fields outside Eugene so he was familiar with the sound of dogs barking in the
country. He also knew the calls of barn owls and large horned owls. But it was a sound he hadn't heard before. Forsman knew that owls were hooting to communicate with other owls — especially if another owl was about their territory — so he tried to mimic the barking call. When a hoot came back in reply, Forsman got excited. Your browser does not support the audio element.
But he was surprised when the owl suddenly swept to a nearby tree limb as if summoned. The little brown owl with dappled spots didn't seem afraid of him. If anything, it seemed curious to see who came to visit. Forsman stares in astonishment, and the owl stares back with big dark eyes. They actually are from a real dark brown when you get close, forsman says, but at any
distance beyond a few feet they look them Spotted owls still losing ground in northwest ForestsStaring in the dark eyes of a spotted owl for the first time, Forsman was transferred. I wanted to learn more. I wanted to see more. Forsman dedicated his graduate work to studying northern spotted owls. At that point, no one did any work on them in Oregon, said Forsman. We didn't
know how they were spread across the state, we didn't know what type of nest they were using, we didn't really know what they were thinking. We didn't know anything. So everything we learned was new. Forsman searched the forests of western Oregon for spotted owls. He began tracking the owls and their nests and set up study sites from the California border to the Columbia
River. The more Forsman returned to his fields of study, the more he began to see trees with blue spray paint and marked an upcoming wooden sale. So it became apparent pretty early on, he said, that there could be a problem in terms of spotted owl habitat and logging isn't exactly compatible. 1973 was a watershed year for Forsman — metaphorically and literally. While
conducting his graduate studies at Oregon State University in Corvallis, he learned of wood sales leading within the city's watershed. In addition to the municipal source of drinking water, Forsman knew the 10,000-acre forest was also home to spotted owls. From a distance, the brown eyes of a spotted owl appear black. Todd Sonflieth/OPBForsman went to the Corvallis City
Council to advocate for the spotted owls. I don't think I was very diplomatic, he says with a chuckle.1973 also saw the passage of the Endangered Species Act. But none — not even Forsman — couldn't have imagined how the little birdie that's deep into ancient Pacific Northwest forests and the new act of Congress would cross into the crucial turning point of the Timber Wars 17
years later. When wooden kingLike was the legendary woodjack Paul Bunyon, my research teammate Paul was a funeral man with a thick black beard. He wore black smoke jumper boots, bush green wool sweats and a T-shirt that showed a cartoon of a spotted owl and a little quirky owl in front of a statue of a logger. The caption read: Behold, Son, the woods were full of them.
Isn't that great? says Paul. They just started selling them at the Zigzag store. I couldn't tell if Paul was carrying it in solidarity with loggers. Or if he found it ironic to wear as a Forest Service owl counter. Before heading to our evening shift, we would sit on the front steps of the 1930s cabin we lived in at the Zigzag Ranger station and treated our leather boots with beeswax and
waited for dusk. We watched trucks barrel off the mountain, loaded with fresh logs. Wooden men pose through a Sitka spruce in the old growth forests of Oregon's Coastal Range. Courtesy of last name State Library of OregonMost carried logs to see the size I grew up: thick Doug siers, each about 100 years old, the second growth cut following the original logging of the late
1800s. Some loads would have three or four giant logs — as wide across as outstretched arms. Then, every once in a while, a truck would come off with a single massive log. It was a sight I'd seen before only in old photos and postcards from the bonanza days of logging. Driven by postwar demand for new homes, and accelerated by advances in machinery, logging enjoyed
decades of prosperity. In Oregon, the saying went, wood was king. But in the early 1980s, a national recession and a stalled housing market hit Oregon's timber-dependent small towns especially hard. Many mills closed and, in some of the coastal wooden towns, unemployment rates swelled to 25%. As the decade wore on, so did harvest levels, in what seemed like a return to the
boom decades. The race is upBy the late 1980s, between 3% and 7% of old-growth remained in the region's 56.8 million hectares of forest. In a mosaic of clear cuts and second-growth wood, these remnants of the original forest contained the largest trees — clear, vertical grain that commanded top dollar — making them the most economically valuable acreage. They were also
the most ecologically valuable, conservationists countered. They began challenging timber sales of old-growth in national forests. By the late 1980s, between 3% and 7% of old growth in the region's 56.8 million hectares of forest remained in a mosaic of clearances and second-growth timber. Todd Sonflieth/OPBLogging crews would sometimes arrive at a site to find that protesters
had pushed cars into a barricade and chained themselves to road gates. The loggers will have to wait for the sheriff to be called, the chains to be cut and cars need to be towed. As long as the wood sales followed the rules, the protesters had little legitimate stance. They looked at environmental laws. Related: Old-growth forests could provide last refuge for declining songbirds If
Climate Changes The Endangered Species Act was seen as a potential remedy to their end, as a wildlife species could be found to be both dependent on the old growth to survive, as well as meet the qualifications to be considered by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to be threatened or threatened. Suddenly, the attention turned to the northern spotted owl. As Forsman's work
documented, the spotted owl lived in and depended on old-growth forests for its habitat. If it could be documented that the reclusive bird's populations had dropped to a critical point to qualify for federal protection under the Endangered Species Act, then getting the spotted owl listed could create the legal leverage to sign up old-growth. The spotted owl became the unexpected
symbol at the center of the Wooden Wars. Become. donated owl costumes and sing no longer clear cuts! In turn, read bumper stickers in mill towns: Save a logger, eat an owl. In the national forests of northwest, the two became critical questions: where exactly are the spotted owls, and how many are there? Wildlife survey teams were quickly assembled and learned how to hoot.
So I found myself starting my summer at the Zigzag Ranger Station, every night waiting for dusk to start our shift, watching logging trucks barrel down the road, freight with the last load of the day - a sign that a blitz was on so many wood sales to get completed before things closed. In the spotlightOn June 23, 1990, the northern spotted owl is listed as threatened under the
Endangered Species Act.Related: So far, Northwest Forest plan falls short of biodiversity goalsThe next spring, U.S. District Judge William Dwyer issued an injunction, stopping new timber sales on 24 million acres on 17 national forests in Oregon, Washington and Northern California, until a definitive In 1993, President Bill Clinton, Vice President Al Gore and members of the
cabinet held an unprecedented summit in Portland. The resulting Northwest Forest Plan of 1994 significantly reduced the logging of old-growth forests on federal lands, but promised an ongoing crop to sustain the timber-dependent economies of the region. Harvesting levels have fallen to between 15-25% from pre-1990 levels, according to the Oregon Department of Forestry.With
80% of remaining old-growth preserved for habitat under the plan, biologists like Forsman had hoped that populations of the spotted owls would stabilize and, over time, even begin to recover. Arriving from an aggressor When I hooted for spotted owls in 1990, I had never heard of a barrier owl. Still, a few Forest Service teams reported sightings of this owl during their recordings
that summer — which were strange. Although larger in size, barricaded owls look pretty similar to spotted owls, with dark brown eyes and dipped feathers the color of bark. Rather than patches, their light color points are like dashes, or bursts, giving them their common name. They relate to spotted owls (both from the genus Strix), but here's what was confusing to bird biologists:
no one expected to see them in the forests of Oregon. They were native on the eastern side of North America.Barred owls from the east have moved in and taken over spotted owl habitat in the western forests of Oregon, and are now pushing spotted owls closer and closer to extinction. Nick Fisher/OPBRelated: How Barred Owls Win The Battle for Forest and FoodSurvey data
revealed something else unexpected: barricaded owls claimed about 2% of the spotted owls' nesting sites. At first, biologists could only speculate on why barricaded owls came from the east to Oregon. To anyone with any biological training it very much Forsman said. Biologists spoke among themselves, but didn't know how it would play out. But as the '90s progressed, the
results began to be seen: barricaded owls swirled in, claiming prime spotted owl nesting sites as their own, competing for food, and being harassed, and even killed, the native spotted owls. By 2000, the level of impact was really marked, lesmeister says. By 2010, it had become clear: the biggest threat to spotted owls was the arrival of barricaded owls. When we first started doing
spotted owl research, 50 years ago, there were no barren owls in these forests, forsman says. Now they're virtually everywhere. Sounds of silenceThree decades after my high school summer in Mount Hood National Forest, I find myself once again bouncing into a Forest Service vehicle down a narrow two-track path in search of spotted owls, but this time as a documentary
producer for OPB. We are in the Siuslaw National Forest, southwest of Corvallis. Twilight falls, and the forest fills with shadows. As the road rises and turns deeper into the forest, spur roads split and dead end at the former logging landings where heavy equipment once shook cutting trees and loaded logs onto trucks. Now, these landings are mostly overgrown by brush. We park
at the end of one and biological science technician Alaina Thomas gets out to start her nightly routine. This is her fifth season calling for spotted owls. Related: Half Mystery, Half Magic: Looking For Big Grey OwlsShe turns a switch on a small hand-held speaker. A pre-recorded hoot comes out. Although the sound has the hollow quality of a voice on a phone, the notes are
familiar: Hoot... who-who... hoooo. The sound rolls out into the darkness. Thomas waits, a pin and clipboard in hand. She listens. After a set amount of time, she presses the button again on the speaker. She's waiting. When Thomas started five years ago, she heard spotted owls. It's pretty discouraging, she says. It's kind of challenging to go out day after day, week after week,
and hear nothing. Biological science technician Alaina Thomas during a night survey, listen for the hoot of a spotted owl. Todd Sonflieth/OPBShe shines her flashlight in the boughs, scanning to see if a spotted owl steals slew in to examine our presence. But the flashlight only reveals empty boughs. We wait longer. Thomas hears a distant hoot. But this is not a spotted owl. That's
the single declining note of a barricaded owl. Eavesdropping on the forestDamon Lesmeister took up the work by Forsman. But the techniques served the first generation of spotted owl researchers are increasingly limited as spotted owl populations decline. Places that were once consistently nested sites are empty, and it takes teams longer to track active sites. And researchers
are increasingly saving in the these were the first and most fundamental in studying spotted owls: calling. As a researcher calls, and a spotted owlhoots in response, it reveals its location — not just to the biologist, but potentially to a nearby edowl. So Lesmeister had to look for new methods. He examines an emerging field called bioature. His field researchers take portable digital
audio recorders in the forest. For the past 50 years, spotted owl researchers used calling to detect owls, and would then step up to find, snare and tape them, to identify individual birds — a practical technique commonly explained in wildlife biology, Lesmeister. But bioakoustics are essentially 'practical' — it's a passive way to collect data and it reduces our interference with the
owls and our footprint in the forest, he says. It's kind of next-generation natural history. The recorders are set for four-hour blocks at dusk and dawn, collecting about 350 hours of audio at each study website. It would be very unlikely for something living here that makes noise not to make a noise at that time, says Leila Duchac, a graduate student researcher at Oregon State
University while she ties a recorder to a tree with a bungee cord. It would be very unlikely for something living here that makes noise not to make a noise at that time, says Leila Duchac, a graduate student researcher at Oregon State University, about the use of digital recorders in the forest. Todd Sonflieth/OPBLesmeister's team can collect more data from the forest than ever
before. In fact, it's the largest bioactivity study found in the United States, he says. Since the deployment of their recorders in 2017, they have now a collected more than a million hours of sound. If Lesmeister had hired one of his graduate students to listen to the recordings in real-time, for eight hours a day, five days a week, they wouldn't be able to get through them all in a
lifetime. In fact, it will take about 520 years — a lifespan closer to that of an old-growth Douglas sir. So they make use of the supercomputer at Oregon State University. Within a room of humble server towers, the data gets clipped at lightning speed. The computer analyzes the sounds and suggests which one could be the call of a spotted owl. Back at the lab, research assistant
Zach Ruff needs to confirm which ones are indeed spotted owls. Related: How Oregon Rivers Carried Millions of Trees How Many Spotted Owl Fasteners Do You Have on This Site? ask Lesmeister, if he pulls a chair next to Ruff. Like a dozen, Ruff says, and uploads the following file to confirm. They not only label spotted onion calls, but use the latest artificial intelligence
technology. They train what they call a neural network to the millions of forest noises and interpretation that are actually the calls of spotted is, to be processable. That neural network it some spotted owlhoots correctly, but another track is a beep-beep mechanical sound. It's a yard, says Lesmeister and chuckles. Somewhat ironically, the computer mistakes the sound of signing up
for the sound of spotted owls. Slowly but surely, the data processing becomes faster and more accurate. Using artificial-intelligence technology and Oregon State University's super computer, Damon Lesmeister and research assistant Zach Ruff lead their computer to process millions of forest noises and to interpret what are actually the calls of spotted owls. Todd
Sonflieth/OPBFinal callRuff pulls up another file. In it, we can hear two owls, call and react. Lesmeister can immediately tell that it's a paused pair that communicates directly with each other. Once they are paired, they stay paired for life, he says, and it's breeding language. They discovered that spotted owls have at least 13 different call types and can inflect their pitch. We learn
there is nuanced communication, Says Lesmeister with enthusiasm. Just through the audio recordings, we can learn these complex interactions and their complex language. It's much more than just hoots in the forest, says Lesmeister, excited about the potential. There's a lot more we can learn about spotted owls than an individual species, but also what we can learn about the
place where they live. The growing library of surveys creates new baseline data. Years from now, other biologists have been able to scan the surveys to identify other species and, over time, gain a better understanding of the old-growth forest biodiversity. Lesmeister is stepping into spotted owl research at an exciting time, when the potential for new digital technologies seems
unlimited. The northern spotted owl is on a slow but steady course toward extinction. Todd Sonflieth/OPBJust as Forsman helped pioneer study spotted owls in the 20th century, Lesmeister's work is groundbreaking in the 21st. It's likely, said Lesmeister, that over the next few years, biocathetics will become the standard range-wide, from the Canadian border to northern California.
Related: A war, The Chainsaw and the 2nd Big Slice of The Northwest Stage are that populations of spotted owls continue to decline on a slow but steady course after extinction. By bringing the sounds of the forest into his lab, Lesmeister has a front-row seat to observe the change. As Ruff plays another track, a familiar sound comes from the computer's speakers. This is the four-
note territorial call of the spotted owl. That's the call they're using, explains Lesmeister, to say, I'm here. Hoot... hoo-hoo... hoooo. Maybe it's the file compression or the hiss of the digital noise on the recording, but it sounds weirdly much like a crackling wash cylinder recording from the 19th century — as if what we were hearing is not the sound of an animal alive today, but an
echo from the distant past. I wonder: what would it be like to capture the very last survey of the last of a species? Lesmeister's research could eventually do just that. That.
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